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§  2.2 Material and methods: review of journal articles from 1990 to 2014.








TYPE OF SEARCH TITLE / ABSTRACT / KEYWORDS
PUBLICATION DATE > 1989








* Considering only single-effect absorption chillers

















































TOPICS METHODS  
COOLING FAÇADE COMFORT    - REVIEW 
- PASSIVE COOLING  - ACTIVE COOLING  - PASSIVE FAÇADE - PHYSICAL COMFORT   - MONITORING 
      - SINGLE FAÇADE      - THERMAL   - SIMULATION 
- HEAT PREVENTION  - SOLAR COOLING         - AIR-TIGHT         - PMV   - VALIDATION 
- MICROCLIMATE           - VENTILATED         - ADAPTIVE   - SURVEY 
- SOLAR CONTROL    - ELECTRIC (PV)     - DOUBLE FAÇADE     - ACOUSTIC   - COST EVALUATION 
- ORIENTATION        - PV         - AIR-TIGHT     - VISUAL   - STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
           - GLAZING        - THERMO ELECTRICAL         - VENTILATED FAÇADE     - HYGIENIC (IAQ) 
             - SHADING            - PELTIER MODULES             - BOX-WINDOW - PSYCHOLOGICAL 
  COMFORT 
DELIVERABLES  
- HEAT MODULATION    - THERMAL (COLLECTORS)             - CORRIDOR   - REGULATION 
       - THERMAL MASS        - THERMO MECHANICAL             - SHAFT-BOX 
CLIMATES  
  - DESIGN GUIDELINES 
   - HEAT DISSIPATION            - RANKINE             - ALTERNATING 
 - TEMPERATE CLIMATE 
  - MODELS 
       - VENTILATION            - EJECTOR     - OTHERS 
 - HOT-ARID CLIMATE 
  - PROTOTYPE 
- CROSS VENT            - STIRLING ENGINE             - SOLAR CHIMNEY 
 - HOT-HUMID CLIMATE 
  - BENCHMARK 
- SINGLE SIDED VENT        - THERMAL (HEAT)             - ATRIUM 
  
  - PERFORMANCE / COP 
           - BUOYANCY VENT            - CLOSED CYCLE             - TROMBE WALL 
OTHERS             - NIGHT VENTILATION                - ABSORPTION  - ACTIVE FAÇADE 
 - ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
  
       - EVAPORATIVE COOL                - ADSORPTION     - INTEGRATED FAÇADE 
 - CLIMATE CHANGE 
  CATEGORIES 
       - GROUND COOLING            - OPEN CYCLE         - MECHANICAL VENT 
 - LIFE CYCLE 
  
       - RADIATIVE COOLING                - SOLID DESICCANT         - SOLAR TECH 
 - MARKET 
  FAMILIES OF CONCEPTS
                 - LIQUID DESICCANT             - PV 







































































































































































































































































































Monitoring Simulation Laboratory Cost Survey





























































































FIGURE 2.11  Heat prevention strategies in journal articles.
Passive heat dissipation strategies have also been researched in the recent years, 





































































Ventilation (All) Single/cross vent Buoyancy Night ventilation Evaporative Ground
























































































































































































































































2.5- kW 19 – 
1,000 kW












- - - - - -
 TYPICAL COEFFICIENT OF PERFORMANCE (COP)
CLOSED CYCLE ABSORPTION* 0.6-0.7 0.6-0.75 0.6-0.75 0.6-0.75 0.6-0.78 0.5-0.7
ADSORPTION 0.55-0.65 0.5-0.7 0.5-0.7 0.5-0.7 0.5-0.6 0.5-0.65
OPEN CYCLE SOLID  
DESICCANT
- 0.5- >1 0.5- >1 0.5- >1 - 0.5-1
LIQUID  
DESICCANT
0.5 >1 - >1 - 1
* Considering only single-effect absorption chillers






























































§  2.4.1 Research trends





















§  2.4.2 Knowledge gaps







Technological development: performance and application of less explored systems. An 
obvious gap is seen in the lack of articles addressing some specific cooling strategies, 
such as the use of thermal mass, evaporative and ground cooling, when comparing 
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